
Sampling Distributions

Monte Carlo simulation is based on random sampling of a probability dis-
tribution. Sampling consists of collecting representatives (samples) of a distri-
bution in order to be able to characterize the distribution in terms of statistics.
The techniques covered in the previous assignment work for a limited number of
standard functions. Different techniques are required for arbitrary probability
distributions.

Rejection or Hit-or-Miss Sampling

Rejection (or acceptance-rejection) sampling is perhaps the crudest, most brute-
force sampling method. It consists of defining a “proposal” or reference distri-
bution that surrounds the distribution being sampled, and then

1. randomly picking a point on the x-axis of the proposal distribution;

2. randomly picking a point along a vertical line from the minimum y-value
to the maximum y-value of the proposal distribution at this x-value;

3. rejecting this x-value and returning to step 1 if the y-value picked is greater
than the value of the desired distribution at this vertical line; otherwise,
including this x-value as a sample point from the desired distribution, and
returning to 1;

The loop is repeated until the reqired number of sample points is acquired.

Determine the Value of π

A circle inscribed in a square of sides 2a has a radius of a, so its area would be
πa2, while the area of the square would be 4a2. The ratio of the areas is π/4,
so a determination of the areas would lead to a determination of 0.25π.

If the square were filled in randomly with dots, some fraction of the dots
would be inside the bounds of both the circle and square, while otherd would
be inside only square (draw a picture for yourself). The ratio of dots in both
to all dots in the square is equivalent to the ratio of the areas. Multiplying this
ratio by 4 gives a value for π. One might expect that the more dots, the better
the result.

1. Assume a unit square, so that its sides extend from −1 to 1 in both x
and y (horizontally and vertically). Obviously, the inscribed circle would
have radius 1, so the criteria for some position (x, y) to be inside the
circle would be x2 + y2 ≤ 1. If two independent random numbers whose
magnitudes do not exceed 1 are generated, one representing x and the
other representing y, then this constraint could be used to define whether
or not a point represented by this x and y is in the circle. (There’s no
difference between a random number range from 0 to 1 and one from from
−1 to 1; in the first case, it would be a quarter of the circle within a
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quarter of the square, in the second case it the whole circle within the
whole square).

Write a program that allows you to determine π in this way with 10, 100,
1000, 10000, and 100000 points. With each, plot a time series (approx-
imate value of π versus number of points) and report the final value in
each series and its standard deviation.

Refer to the program:
http://physics.gmu.edu:/~rubinp/courses/407/pi_by_sampling.py

Sampling a Double Gaussian

2. Review, understand, and run this program:

http://physics.gmu.edu:/~rubinp/courses/407/doublegaussian_by_sampling.

py

Sampling a Maxwell-Boltzmann Velocity Distribution

3. Generate a sample of 10,000 points from a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution for diatomic nitrogen, N2, at room temperature (T = 298
K). Demonstrate that the resulting sample indeed represents the velocity
distribution.

f(v) = 4πv2
(

m

2πkBT

)3/2

exp
−mv2

2kBt

where v is the velocity (in m/s), m is the mass of the nitrogen molecule
(in kg), kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature (in K).
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